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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Welcome, delegates and guests of the international IMIA conference. The Dutch Association of Insurers is very delighted to be host of this interesting meeting. My name is Leo De Boer, I’m director of the Dutch association of Insurers, het Verbond van Verzekeraars. Today, I will tell you in short how the Dutch engineering market is functioning.
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This presentation:

• Market-figures

• Dutch market of engineering insurance
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
At first I will show you some market-figures in general and in specific the ones of the engineering insurance. And after that I’ll tell you something about the Dutch engineering insurance market, especially about he co-insurance market and its history.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
But first a little introduction to Holland. As you probably know, the Dutch more or less created a large part of their country themselves, so engineering is extremely important to us. Here you see some pictures of recent and historical waterworks. Moreover such waterworks ensure that there is always a market for technical insurance, regardless of the economic conditions.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
And here some recent buildings (and one bridge)  Looking at this pictures, I realised that the technical insurers have the best job in the insurance industry: they get to visit al those beautiful and interesting buildings and construction sites. Whereas for example motor insurers most of the time deal with dissatisfied drivers whose cars have been stolen or total loss…



Premium stable

2009  € bn 2010 € bn

Motor vehicles 4.6 4.6

Property 3.7 3.7

Transport 0.9 0.8

Other 4.0 3.9

Total Non-life 13.1 13.1
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Source: CVS

Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
But now lets take a look at some figures from the Dutch insurances market for non-life. These figures are annually provided by the members of the dutch association of insurers and procesed by the Centre of Insurance Statistics (CVS).  The coverage for non-life is 85%, So the overall coverage is pretty high. Here we have the premium of non-life products. In total 13,1 bn euro. Divided into the branches Motor vehicles, Property, Transport and Other insurances. Other insurances includes insurances for liability, travel and legal expenses. (reis en rechtsbijstand).  The premium remains stable in 2010 compared to 2009. Engineering is part of Property. 



Engineering, relatively small
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
So, engineering is part of Property. As shown in this picture, unlike some other countries, it is actually a small market within the Dutch non-life products. Property is 26% of total non-life. And Engineering is only 2% of that (270 million euro). 



Engineering products
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The engineering line includes Construction All Risk (CAR), together with EAR, Electronics including Computer and  Machinery breakdown including all other products like guarantee and IDI. (inherent defects insurance) The major contribution is coming from the Construction business.The developments within the engineering line is therefore strongly related and affected by the ups and downs in the worldwide construction industry. The Machinery Breakdown and Electronic Equipment products are adding more stability to this engineering portfolio have the tendency  to stabilize this portfolio .



Total gross premium
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Now let's zoom in on technical insurance.�The total premium is on the decline since 2008. Further details can be seen in the next slide.



Gross premium
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This decline was particularly strong in the CAR product, where the premium volume was reduced by 12%. This is due to the financial crisis, which has a strong effect on the construction market. Construction output has fallen sharply in those two years, and many construction companies went bankrupt.Electronic Equipment remains stable. In contrast the premium volume of machinery breakdown increases since 2006. This is due to the increased interest in renewable energy. The upcoming windturbine market gives a positive boost to the premiums . As a result, the total premium in the engineering line eventually fell less sharply.



Results
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Lets take a look at the Results. The results are given as a % from the earned premium. The picture shows two lines. The results from the branche property and the branche Engineering. Both are heading in the same direction, a decrease in results. The results for property, as you can see, are relatively stable in the last five years, whereas the engineering lines-market is much more volatile. As said, the engineering-market is relatively small. One large event therefore can have  a great impact on the result.



Loss Ratio
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here you can see the loss ratio. The operating costs remain stable over time (around 26%). The results fluctuate due to the damages and losses. The loss ratio in both property and engineering insurance has increased. The large damages and  losses have occurred in the CAR product. (for example the large fire at the Rabobank Headquarters during construction).



Fire in the Rabobank headquarter
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is a picture of the large fire in the rabobank headquarters in july 2010. In October 2010 and in February 2011 there was also a fire in this same building. The first and largest fire was caused by accident (an explosion). The last two fires were presumably lighted by vandals.
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Dutch Market consist of 2 distribution chanels
• ‘Provincial’ market: 50%

• insurance agents
• relative small risks
• one insurer per risk
• policy issued by insurer

• Co-insurance market: 50%
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
And now something about the structure of the Dutch marketThe Dutch market of engineering insurance can be divided in the ‘provincial’ market’ and the ‘broker’ market. Both hold roughly 50 percent of the market.The ‘provincial’ insurers mostly cover the relatively small risks and here you see some other characteristics.
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Dutch Market consist of 2 distribution channels
• ‘Provincial’market: 50%
• Co-insurance market: 50%

• brokers
• larger and more complex risks
• co-insurance, multiple insurers per risk
• policy issued by broker
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The co-insurance or broker market covers the more complicated and larger risks and is also the place where new technologies in combination with new insurance covers are insured.
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• Broker: key role in Dutch co-insurance 
market

Dutch coinsurance market is efficient due to: 
• the active and central role of the broker;
• the existence of the shared clearing house 

and claim handling system;
• the existence of pools.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The broker holds a key role in the dutch co-insurance system: He is the central person in relation to both the insurer and the insured. In the next slide I will give you a schematic overview of this. The co-insurance market proves to be efficient: the cooperation between the insurer and broker has created a joint system for claims handling and payment. t



Overview of the market participants 

On the demand side of the 
Dutch coinsurance market 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
This is a schematic overview of the whole Dutch co-insurance market.Probably most of you know the principle.
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• Co-insurance: long history

• Rotterdam 1598: first ‘exchange market’ in 
the Netherlands

• Amsterdam:exchange market opened in the 
year 1611

• Providing insurance to the ship and cargo 
trade.
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
The Dutch insurance market has a long history of co-insurance. As long ago as at the end of the 16th century, the fist exchange market opened in Rotterdam (plaatje volgende slide). In Amsterdam, one of the worlds largest commercial centres of the 17th century, an exchange market opened in the year 1611
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Here a picture of the Rotterdam exchange market in the 18th century and on your right a picture of the first Amsterdam exchange market as in was built at the beginning of the 17th centuryOn the next slide I will present to you some historic facts and milestones. 
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• 16-th -19th century : marine insurance
• About 1850: property insurance and other types

• Since 1986 the VNAB as one association for insurers 
and brokers

• 2004: introduction of electronic placing system (e-ABS) 
and closing of the ‘exchange-buildings’

• e-ABS system with and integration of 
• quotation
• policy signing (verified)
• claims handling
• financial clearing 
• central filing of all policy & claim documents 
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Until the 19th century, co-insurance was just about marine insurance: ships and cargo. It was not untill 1850 that also other types of insurance were handled at the exchange market.Since 1986 the VNAB acts as the central insurance exchange association both in Rotterdam as in Amsterdam. With both insures and brokers as members it was the platform where the foundation was erected for the Dutch co-insurance market of todayAt the start of the 21th century, the ‘physical’ exchange market buildings were closed. Co-insurance is now completely handled on line with the use of the electronic placing system e-absThe following elements are all handled via this system.
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• VNAB  = insurance exchange association
• brokers and insurers

• Dutch Association of Insurers
• Committee Technical Insurance

• BCTV = Borse Club Technical 
Insurance

• All market participants
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
Has the e-ABS system completely taken over in the physical insurance exchange and the personal contacts ?No luckily not, The VNAB, as the Dutch Association of Insurers are organising several more general market events where insurers and brokers meet.In addition to that the Commission Technical Insurers within the Dutch Association of Insurers organise market meetings around technical issues that are ‘hot’ topics in the current market. Next to that there are regularly formal meetings with representatives of the broker community.  From out the VNAB community there has been formed a Club for Technical Insurance where insurers, brokers, surveyors consultants and loss adjusters can apply for membership. With regularly interesting lectures and a yearly excursion to a technical masterpiece in the surrounding countries it certainly serves a need.Although there is no physical exchange anymore the market is still active in sharing and exchanging technical knowledge and experience. This is also one of the main reasons why are glad to support IMIA and this conference here in Amsterdam: another great way to share knowledge and experience!
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Have a nice and interesting IMIA-conference!
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Vorführender
Präsentationsnotizen
I wish you all an interesting conference, and of course a pleasant stay here in Amsterdam
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